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Time and Space Society Die Time & Space Society, das ist Indie Rock ...

the other band members Mazometa and Grille. They are transformed with Guitar, Bass and Drums to become songs of the Time and Space Society on Earth. 
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Time and Space Society Die Time & Space Society, das ist Indie Rock mit New Wave Wurzeln, kaum einsortierbar: Musik mit Wut und Leidenschaft, kombiniert mit dem Sound vom Hier und Jetzt und einer Kindheit mit Bowie und Joy Division. Seit dem ersten Album „Cup Of Eternity“ sind Time & Space Society härter, wütender, direkter und schneller geworden. Texte und Musik berauschen und berühren. Magisch, manisch, down to earth und weltentrückt. Das aktuelle Album "Welcome Inside My Head" ist eine Traumreise bei Windstärke 10, ein Sonnensturm am Meeresgrund und eine Tasse Ewigkeit im Herzen der Galaxie. Time and Space Society Biography Time and Space Society Biography Time and Space Society held its first concert of its "Heavy Emotion Music" on the 31st of August 2004, performing five songs on at the live music pub “Das Feuerschiff” ("The Lightvessel") in Hamburg harbor on a ruby Tuesday. On a stage decorated with 40 roses, illustrating their song “The Murdered Rose", and wreathed in incense singer/songwriter and band front man Claas introduced their “Heavy Emotion Music” dressed all in white. The following year Treibhaus Tonträger produced the band’s first album “Cup of Eternity” which was released at the Club Indra in Hamburg's red light district. Most of the songs appearing on “Cup of Eternity” were written and composed in the south of England where Claas studied art at the anthroposophical Emerson College. He'd received the songs from Outer Space as they had landed on his hammer dulcimer. This same hammer dulcimer remains the landing strip for the songs of the Time and Space even today. After the songs have landed they are transformed by Turbomachine and the other band members Mazometa and Grille. They are transformed with Guitar, Bass and Drums to become songs of the Time and Space Society on Earth. Five Years after “Cup of Eternity” the band's album “Welcome Inside my Head” was released in Berlins King Kong Klub. Through the twelve years of band history the music of the society reveals itself as a child of New Wave and Indie Rock. The atmosphere of the songs evolved from melancholia to anger and then into a realm of courage and joy. Bass, Guitar and Drums support Claas' voice in providing their "Heavy Emotion Music" an energetic drive, as it descends from Outer Space to Earth, and enables mankind to travel back to the stars. The society constantly performs in Hamburg and Berlin and in 2015 and 2016 played at the “Wave Gothic Treffen” in Leipzig. Treibhaus Tonträger continues to support them with their music videos, albums, their internet presence and courage. Time and Space Society has been further strengthened by the support of visual artists Mila Magenta and C-P Schneider who have created living stages with video illustrations for their live performances. The “Orden für okkulkte Kunst” (Order for Occult Art) has also organized two concerts together with the artists. In January 2016 the release of a vinyl single was celebrated in Berlin's live music club “Wild at Heart” and in 2017 the society is finally releasing their third full length album "Wheel of Fortune". The song “Great Sea” from "Wheel of Fortune" gestures towards the band's origins and their first concert of “Heavy Emotion Music” on “Das Feuerschiff”, as well as showing them ready to continue on their journey through time and space in a vessel of light.
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Time And Space Society 

Promotion: Snowhite PR. Time And Space ... Sound kreieren. Mehr Infos: snowhitepr.com/promotion/timeandspacesociety facebook.com/timeandspacesociety.
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Space-time Finance - Espen Haug 

the mathematical finance theory to hold in any part of the universe at any velocity and gravita- tion is what I will coin Space-time Finance. Most traders I know are ...
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Organizing Space in Time 

Europe most urban structures like factories, office buildings, shops or public institu- ..... (Terry): Intelligent Buildings: Engineering Services Integration Via Virtual.
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rethinking space time architecture ein dialog 

Read and Save Ebook rethinking space time architecture ein dialog zwischen kunst und architektur a dialogue between art and as. PDF for free at Online Ebook ...
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rethinking space time architecture ein dialog 

Save As PDF Ebook rethinking space time architecture ein dialog zwischen kunst und architektur a dialogue between art and today. And You can Read Online ...
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SPACE-TIME VECTOR DELTA-SIGMA ... - Jeffrey O. Coleman 

frequencies containing desired signal components, one must care- fully choose the spatial locations of the antenna eleme
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limited time only - Hard Rock 

Ayinger Lager Hell is the typical every day drink in Bavaria. Together with wheat beer this. Muenchener Hell style is the most famous beer style in Bavarian south ...
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time 

Viel foches vom Nennstrom le mul tip l es of rated current. TA42DU/TA75DU - 18,0. . .25,0A tel= AuslÃ¶gekennl n e r r than 5 times the current setti the tolerunce ...
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twitter and society - Alex Leavitt 

Sep 30, 2005 - nificant contributions, from trade magazine Advertising Age, questioned the ...... ies of the English, German, and Australian leagues reveal ...
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Gamificación - BBVA Open Space 

6 sept. 2012 - Sistemas de gestión de bases de datos in-memory .... “El sistema de retroalimentación indica a los ju- ga
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die street corner society pdf 

You are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost at all. die street corner society. PDF may not make exciting reading, but die street corner society is packed with valuable instructions, information and warnings. We also have many
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limited time only - Hard Rock Cafe 

AYINGER HELLESÂ® BRISKET BURGER. Beef patty topped with Ayinger Helles-braised brisket, caramelised BBQ onions, garlic aioli (3,11) and Gouda cheese.
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space troopers folge 6 die letzte pdf 

The regular type of help documentation is really a hard copy manual that's printed, nicely bound, and functional. Itoperates as a reference manual - skim the TOC ...
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Space, Place and Gender - autonomous learning 

to Jean-Francois Lyotard',New German Critique, no. 33,1984, pp. .... To what extent was 'the old working class' a thing of the past, and along with it the trade.
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Society Within 

Die vier Jungs touren derzeit unter dem Radar von Show zu Show und sorgen vom Ersten Anschlag auf der Gitarre bis zum Finale des Letzten Songs dafÃ¼r, ...
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The PTR-4000 Payroll Time Recorder records and ... - Allied Time 

Each 4000/4000HD is equipped with an internal memory backup that will ... PRINT FMT=AM/PM – Selects how time will be pri
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mindmemo lernfolder time whats the time die uhrzeit ... AWS 

This particular Mindmemo Lernfolder Time Whats The Time Die Uhrzeit Auf Englisch Lernen Zusammenfassung. Genialeinfache PDF start with Introduction, Brief Session till the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for additional information, 
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sound, rhyme, and letter time 

Este año, su hijo/a va a aprender las letras del alfabeto. Los estudios de investigación realizados, nos dicen que los n
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TIME LINE.indd 

revista Fortune titulada The 100 Best. Companies to Work for in America. ... lista de compañías Fortune. 500 de 1992 y c
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Summer Time 

Санкт-Петербург,. Комендантский пр.4А, офис 305 тел : +7(812)493-58-73 факс: +7(812)493-58-74 [email protected]. CADES
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Devotion Time 

recognize joy in fulfilling Your purposes for my life. ... these gifts to the best of my ability and not hide or ... He
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impact and innovation - American Psychosomatic Society 

Mar 14, 2013 - examines the relationship between the security of adult attachment ...... University Medical Center Mainz, Mainz, RLP, Germany, Matthias.
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education and the knowledge society information technology 

We have many PDF Ebook and user guide is also associated with education and the knowledge society information technology
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mitsubishi space star manual pdf 

Read and Download PDF Ebook mitsubishi space star manual at Online Ebook Library. Get mitsubishi space star manual PDF file for free from our online library.
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